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This text emerges from a series of events on anti-work organised by Lynne Friedli in the context 

of the research project Rest and its Discontents.1 I was invited to the event Reclaiming our Lives 

to talk about the job de-centre, an experiment in “decentering work from life”.2 The job de-centre 

is a collective experiment and I tried to open up the invitation to the others involved by 

suggesting to ground the presentation on a collective reading of texts that could be useful for us 

and the job de-centre. The summer got in between these plans, we did not have the chance to 

meet, I prepared a shared pad that we were supposed to use individually. The pad was not used, 

perhaps coherently in the context of an experiment that questions work in its productive and 

1 http://hubbubresearch.org/event/rest-discontents/   Also, for a useful refernce on anti-work politics see 
Kathi Weeks, The Problem with Work: Feminism, Marxism, Antiwork Politics and Postwork Imaginaries, 
Duke University Press, 2011

2 https://newxcommoners.wordpress.com/2016/01/30/job-de-centre-at-the-field/   This is the job de-
centre call we have used to invite people: “Hey friends, commoners, newcrossers... are you working 
too much, or not enough to pay the bills? Do you spend long hours in front of the computer to look for 
work, keep yourself active in the job market, dealing with benefits bureaucracy? Do you feel anxious 
because you don't know how long your job is going to last, when the flat where you live will be sold or 
the rent increase once again? Or how long your relationships with friends, partners and lovers will go 
on for? So do we!! // The job de-centre is an experiment to help us work less and learn how to rely less 
on money and more on each other. It functions like an indefinitely repeated drop in session, a mutual 
coaching, a mentorship where everybody can be the expert: people bring together their skills to heal 
each other from individualism, consumerism, competition and all the other illnesses capitalism brings 
with it, and to give mutual advice on how to counter precarity and collectivise care and local 
resources. // We are building a job de-centering practice and putting together a toolkit that will help us 
de-centralise our lives from work and the alienation and exploitation that come with it. These are 
some of the tools we got so far: mapping-skills database, fake therapy / political therapy, de-
individualising diagrams and questionnaires, permaculture cards, Soma games and Theatre of the 
Oppressed exercises, third leg analysis, precarity tarots, non-violent communication techniques, re-
mapping careers into a commons... Come to try out this stuff and help making the toolkit bigger. And 
help us building a database of knowledge and desires, so that we can try to activate them in 
connection with what happens at the Field and in New Cross.” 

http://hubbubresearch.org/event/rest-discontents/
https://newxcommoners.wordpress.com/2016/01/30/job-de-centre-at-the-field/


individualised aspects: more time spent together trying to build alternatives to the myth of work 

and less time working by ourselves in front of our laptops, this could be a description of what we 

do at the job de-centre. I ended up focusing myself on a single text I wanted to deal with for quite 

some time, Amaia Perez Orozco's Subversion feminista de la economia3. I used the time available 

for the presentation to introduce the job de-centre, but the presentation was informed by the 

reading of Perez Orozco even if I did not explicitly said so. Job de-centre people came to the event 

and gave support to the presentation and the discussions afterwards. The text that follows is an 

outcome of the attempt to assemble a reading of Subversion feminista de la economia with the 

collective practice of the job de-centre: what happens in this encounter? The assemblage is 

moved by the claim that we cannot think and practice an anti-work politics without coming to 

terms with a set of questions around reproduction, vulnerability and interdependency generated 

in decades of feminism. A politics and practice of anti-work has to come together with a reflection 

not only on the nature of work but also on reproductive labour and the creation of commoning, of 

collective forms of reproduction. 

At the core of the job de-centre there has been the question of a collectivisation of social 

reproduction, reproduction understood as all those basic and less basic tasks, material and 

immaterial, that make a life worth living possible. The job de-centre has been part of a trajectory 

initiated a few years ago with the New Cross Commoners, a collective process exploring and 

creating forms of commoning in New Cross.4 This process was sparked by the reading of Silvia 

Federici on the commons: in a Marxist feminist perspective the commons are always sustained by 

commoning, it's not enough to legally declare a resource as a common in order to generate a 

common, there has to be commoning involved, that is, a collective form of care, a collective 

activity of reproduction. Federici places collective reproduction at the core of anti-capitalist 

struggles and emancipatory politics, not just in Western households but in all parts of the world, 

with examples often coming from Africa, India, South America.5 

3   Amaia Perez Orozco, Subversion feminista de la economia, Traficantes de Sueños, Madrid, 2014 
https://www.traficantes.net/sites/default/files/pdfs/map40_subversion_feminista.pdf The book has not 
been translated in English, the translations here are my own. 
4 https://newxcommoners.wordpress.com/about/   
5 I don't have a specific text to refer to, there is a lot of material available online by Federici, her 

constant references to so-called developing contries come out also from a first hand experience in 

https://newxcommoners.wordpress.com/about/
https://www.traficantes.net/sites/default/files/pdfs/map40_subversion_feminista.pdf


This collectivisation of reproduction has been at the core of the practice of the New Cross 

Commoners and the job de-centre. What are the forms of commoning already existing in our 

neighbourhood and what are new forms of commoning we can institute? In a way the job de-

centre emerged as an attempt to push further the experimentation with collective forms of 

reproduction. The Field, a “co-operatively run centre” hosting the job de-centre, has been partly 

conceived as a place for reproduction to be collectivised.6  

The name “job de-centre” comes from an Italian “ Ufficio di scollocamento”, job de-centre is its 

almost literal translation, the Ufficio di scollocamento is an online platform that people use to 

support each other to get out from office jobs and start ecologically sustainable initiatives like 

communal gardens and ecovillages. With the job de-centre we wanted to move from a digital to a 

face to face platform. We also wanted to create a more direct alternative to the space of the job 

centre, a place where people could help each other to work less by engaging with each other, as 

opposed to the space of the job centre, where people are forced into jobs as isolated, controlled 

and now also pathologised individuals.7

When we started, the job de-centre was functioning as a place to address the problem of work, 

unemployment, precarity, through discussions but even more through different kind of activities 

not necessarily based on discursive critical analysis. We would start with a round where people 

would respond to the question: what could it mean to de-centre work from our lives, what could it 

mean to de-colonise our lives from work? Often, already in this first round, a very sophisticated 

analysis of people's own condition of precarity emerged: the scope of the job de-centre was not 

simply to produce more analysis but to address the problem of work in non verbal, bodily, playful, 

unconventional ways. After the initial round we would introduce a series of tools, from body work, 

to precarity tarots, to a set of permaculture cards, to collage making with job centre's ads. We 

would ask if people had other tools to share, and then we would decide together what tools to 

Nigeria, where she lived in the '80s. 
6 http://thefieldnx.com/   

7 Se Lynne Friedli on psychocompulsion, for example in Base Magazine issue 1 
http://www.basepublication.org and in And This Time is Personal: Psychocompulsion and and 
Workfare: https://vimeo.com/157125824 

https://vimeo.com/157125824
http://www.basepublication.org/
http://thefieldnx.com/


use, in small groups, with the option of not doing anything at all, because it was important for us 

not to turn the job de-centre into yet another event in which everything has to be productive. 

At some point though we felt that the job de-centre was actually too much of an event, there was 

still too much weight on workshopping and not enough on learning a practice of mutual care. The 

actual collectivisation of reproduction necessary to work less was far away. We decided to stop 

having facebook events and we tried to consolidate a group of people already engaged. Since 

then, the job de-centre has been hosting some kind of mutual support activities. It's still open to 

everybody, people come to it through the Field, sometimes by chance, by simply walking into it: 

this openness is important because it makes the job de-centre something else than a closed 

bunch of friends coming together to support each other. Getting away from the model of an event 

that people join to “consume” was also useful to take away the pressure of designing something 

brilliant and amazing: the organisational work now is reduced to almost nothing, we learn to have 

gatherings without a planned session in place. 

We moved away from an event with workshops and got closer to advice sessions, in a renewed 

alternative to how job centres function: instead of getting a one to one meeting with a 

professional who is supposed to help you find work, we have sessions where one of us talks about 

not only her problems with work, unemployment, precarity, but also her desires and needs for a 

life freed from capitalist work. Instead of coping with a machine that forces you into a poisonous 

job market, we discuss the different possibilities to escape that machine by making a co-

operative use of talents and passions. Instead of reinstating the celebration of work as necessary 

for society and the sanity of individual citizens, we unpack how work under capitalism destroys 

our bodies and our lives. We are no professional experts and this is no job for us, but we learn to 

give support to each other by sharing what we know how we know to care. We listen to each 

other and we give advice on the basis of what we know of the neighbourhood, of self-organised 

activities at the Field, in New Cross and in London, activities people could engage with, to counter 

precarity by developing solidarity on the ground. 



What we haven't really done yet is to move to collective organised action. The job de-centre 

hasn't actively experimented with new forms of collectivising reproduction. With the job de-centre 

there is an element of commoning, of reproductive care, in terms of the emotional support and 

practical advice we give to each other, is there more we can do to free our lives from work and 

from the slavery of wages? How would that be, and what would entail, to make the job de-centre 

into a space for commoning, for an anti-capitalist collectivisation of reproduction as an alternative 

to the private of Market and the public of State? 

A reading of Amaia Perez Orozco, with Silvia Federici on the background, might help us 

addressing these questions, which are specific to the job de-centre but are also crucial to think 

anti-work practices and politics. 

 

Perez Orozco's Subversion feminista de la economia emerges from the collective experience of 

the 15M in Madrid, from its Comision de feminismo and Grupo de trabajo de economia, amongst 

other collectives the author has been part of. There is a useful pragmatism to this book that 

comes from a collective experience of rethinking and “subverting” the economy through 

feminism in practical and propositive terms: how are we going to change things together, starting 

here and now, in the square of Sol and in the neighbourhood assemblies? Without being 

prescriptive, the book provides concrete suggestions in an overall attempt to “de-complexify” 

economy by localising it, giving consistency to it, bring it down to the everyday of reproduction. 

This is not a book on anti-work and its author does not situate it as part of a feminist anti-work 

genealogy, but such pragmatic reflections about a feminist subversion of the economy could be 

invaluable to rethink an anti-work politics that, at least in the context of Italian autonomia, got 

established away from the contemporary feminist discussions on reproductive labour.8 

In the Epilogue of Subversion feminista de la economia there is a section dedicated to work that 

retakes many of the ideas developed throughout the book. Even if the politics of anti-work is not 

explicitly a reference here, this book is strongly “anti” waged work, and the section starts with a 

distinction between waged work, or remunerated work / “market work” / employment on one 

8 See for example the second part (“The Impossible Class”) of Sylvere Lotringer ED., Autonomia: Post-
Political Politics, Semiotext(e), and as a counterpart Silvia Federici, Revolution at Point Zero: 
Household, Reproduction and Feminist Struggle, PM Press, 2012



side, and work as not waged on the other. Perez Orozco talks about our relationship of slavery to 

the wage system and asks the question: “down with work or work at the centre?” It all depends 

what we mean by work, and to have such discussion on the meaning of work we have to 

introduce some of the concepts developed in the book. 

First of all the concept of the buena vida, sumak kawsay, that comes from indigenous cultures 

and movements in South America and is retaken by Perez Orozco in the terms of “a life that is 

worth living”, in the form of a question that we need to keep asking ourselves collectively: what is 

a life that is worth living? The question comes with some indications. First of all, capitalism and its 

logic and ethics of productivism, growth and accumulation, that destroys life on the planet, has to 

be rejected, countered, dismounted. A life to be worth living has to be a life beyond a capitalist 

exploitation not only of humans but also of natural resources. It has to imply a redistribution of 

resources and not “the dream of better technologies that would allow us to escape from the limits 

of the planet”. A life that is worth living has to be worth for all beings on earth, not only for some 

and not only for human beings (Perez Orozco talks here of “eco-interdependency”). Sumak 

kawsay has to come together with a principle of universality and singularity, it has to be thought 

as universal not in the juridical sense that turns everyone into objective objects of rights, but in 

the sense of an economy / ecology that needs to take in account the whole of the planet: life is 

not good if it's good only for some. 

A good life, adds Perez Orozco, is not a life where “grey and painful dimensions” have no space. 

This is Silvia L. Gil quoted by Perez Orozco: “What happens with the old age, with illness, sadness 

and death? […] Wouldn't be an absolutely radical politics that which would be able to take 

seriously and not leave out all these elements of life, turning them in an engine of its practice?”9 

Here there is another indication, a good life is radically different from the plastic and sanitised life 

of ads that have been shaping our imaginaries for decades, from the old and always renew dream 

of a bourgeoisie that wipes all the dirt under the doormat outside home. 

In the context of such “good life” work can take another meaning. Perez Orozco writes: “In other 

[non-capitalist] frameworks, work could be called something else than work, but it would form 

9  Silvia L. Gil, Nuevos Feminismos. Sentidos comunes en la dispersión. Una historia de trayectorias y 
rupturas en el Estado español, Madrid, Traficantes de Sueños, 2011.



part of life. As Javier Medina affirms: 'The Western 'Good Life' excludes work because it is 

understood as divine punishment. The Amerindian 'Sweet Life' includes work as something good 

and positive. […] To work means […] to 'raise [criar] the life of the world', but life in its fullest 

sense, as biological, human, spiritual life.' This work (resignified) is at the centre of the good life 

because it is what provides the conditions of its possibility and it takes care of the vulnerability of 

life.”10 

Talking about the possibility of reclaiming the term “work” from capitalism, as Perez Orozco does, 

might be useful to rethink anti-work politics: not as shaped around ideas of the opposite of work 

or the absence of work, but as work against capitalism, productivism, accumulation, as 

emancipated from the wage system, and more specifically here, as the work of taking care of life, 

not only human life but of other forms of life on the planet (on the bases of an ecodependency). 

We can decide that the term “work” is too rotten to indicate such activities of care, but to follow 

Perez Orozco's invitation to rethink work allows us to avoid ideas and practices of non-work that 

might end up missing to recognize and value the reproductive labour carried on by those that 

make non-work possible. In concrete terms, there's an important difference to make between 

non-work as abstaining yourself from work because there is someone else that cares for your 

reproduction, and anti-work as an activity, or non-activity, that challenges work as it is 

constructed and functions under capitalism. 

To summarise this point on the buen vivir we can say two things: anti-work has to be an extra-

human practice in the sense of a practice that refuses not just human exploitation but the 

exploitation of natural resources; anti-work has to take in account reproduction and the problem 

of the patriarchal and heteronormative division of gender that places work as production and as 

traditionally male on one side, and reproduction as invisible, non valued and naturally feminine 

on the other side. Once again, anti-work has to take in account and challenge the hierarchy that 

organises the planet by separating human life at the top and reducing everything else as 

resources to be exploited at the bottom; it has to challenge the opposition between production 

and reproduction, the heteronormative division of reproductive labour as feminised, the 

10  Medina, Javier ED., Suma Qamaña. La comprensión indígena de la Vida Buena, La Paz, PADEP/GTZ, 
2001.



absorption of reproduction into the wage system, whilst placing reproduction at the centre of life 

and of the question of a good life. 

How to disentangle reproduction from the exploitation of capitalism and the wage system, from 

anthropocentrism and male-centrism, from a neo-colonialism that generates servitude in the form 

of jobs related to care (caretakers, sex workers, cleaners...), from a heroic and productivist 

morals that makes us often feel we don't do enough to change things? Together with production / 

reproduction we need to undo the opposition between needs and desires. Perez Orozco uses the 

term “decesidades” bringing together “deseos y necesidades”, desires and needs, to counter this 

opposition. To think desires and needs together is to take away desires from their capitalist 

fabrication, to collectivise them together with the needs that have to be addressed for a life to be 

worth living. This is the question to be asked (also in the context of the job de-centre): is a 

specific job desirable and needed, not by myself, not by capitalism, not by society, but for the 

being together of different forms of life on the planet (for a life worth to live)? 

The concept of “decessities” is also related to a practice of de-growth as the possibility of living 

“better with less”, living better by “consuming less in the market, working less, freeing time for 

other activities. This change is a fundamental condition to reduce the environmental impact of 

our modes of life”. For Perez Orozco we need to “destroy unnecessary and damaging waged work 

and organise decessities in a different [non-capitalist] framework.” (The question of “decessities” 

and the notion of de-growth are also central in the “Ufficio di scollocamento”and could be further 

discussed at the job de-centre in relation with our practices and experiences). 

Perez Orozco carries on analysing the relationship between work and reproduction: “waged 

labour implies the invisibilisation of the responsibility of sustaining life.” We have to end waged 

labour and the division and hierarchy that come with it, which make productive work visible, 

valuable and socially recognised, and reproduction and care unvalued and invisible. For Perez 

Orozco a priority in the destruction of unnecessary and damaging waged works goes to those 

domestic forms of employment, so that we “put an end to feminised jobs that solve life from the 

hidden”. Household employment is damaging because it produces neo-servility, it perpetuates 

asymmetrical and sexualised power relations between the consumerist of reproductive labour, 



those who can afford paying someone for their own private and privatized reproduction, and 

those who are forced to neglect reproduction outside employment, who leave their countries 

taking part in global chains of crisis of social reproduction. “It's a type of work that takes place in 

order to fill the emptiness of the lack of collective responsibility in matters of care, or to live 

better in the sense of throwing yourself into the market (employment and / or consumerism) and 

disengage from the limits of your own life as body.” What matters with this destruction of 

household employment, and for a politics of anti-work, is the disentanglement of reproduction 

from capitalism and waged labour, and the subversion of an economy where reproduction 

becomes central. 

Not only we should put an end to household employment, we should also establish, says Perez 

Orozco, the “right not to care”, in the present conditions of a generalised lack of social 

responsibility, where care is not just feminised but also individualised and atomised. In simple 

terms and as an example to explain this “right not to care”: as a woman I should not be forced, 

socially and morally, to take care individually, all by myself, to my brother, father, mother, son... 

It's not easy to discern what is morally and socially forced when it comes to the care of people 

intimately close to us – this applies to reproduction whether it is waged or not. This was one of 

the important questions posed by Mariarosa Dalla Costa and Selma James in “The Power of 

Women and the Subversion of the Community”, which in this context could be read as a 

manifesto of feminist anti-work in the household: how to strike, how to sabotage, how to practice 

anti-work in the household, where what's at stake is the reproduction of those we are intimately 

close to?11 This closeness and intimacy is not something tight only to households and families but 

it's at stake with all jobs that require protracted forms of care: in schools, hospitals, nursing 

homes. Together with this right not to care, anti-work emerges as something else than a “simple” 

refusal or disengagement of work, it inevitably comes with challenges and conflicts at a 

micropolitical level. 

So, if we follow Perez Orozco, an anti-work politics should go together with a disentanglement of 

reproduction from waged labour for a becoming collective of reproduction. But how to collectivise 

reproduction? We can start from the household, destroying the “black box” of the household 

11 Mariarosa Dalla Costa and Selma James, “The Power of Women and the Subversion of the Community” 
https://libcom.org/library/power-women-subversion-community-della-costa-selma-james



(black boxes: “you don't see them as such and you don't see what happens inside”), as a place of 

containment of what is not supposed to become public and shared, as the walls that separate the 

public from the private-domestic, as the spatial device that opposes the personal and the 

political. To destroy the black box is to make reproduction visible, taking it into the streets, both 

literally and by claiming it as political: “the responsibility to provide the conditions of possibility 

for life must be collectively and democratically distributed. To do this, we have to de-privatize this 

responsibility, remove it from the domestic and put it into the public. We have to de-feminize it, 

deconstructing sexual identities, ending the sexual division of labour and a system of 

heteropatriarchal valorization that despises the reproduction of life. And we have to make it 

visible, constituting it as an aspect proper to politics and building political agency in and from the 

processes of sustaining the good life.” To collectivise reproduction is to take outside the 

household and into the public all those activities, all that work, that are supposed to stay confined 

in it, to “take out of the houses much of the activities that occur in them, [...] primarily the 

responsibility of protecting against vital risks and, in a broader sense, adjusting the socio-

economic process, including that of tightening belts in times of crisis. The critical issue is that this 

must be the task of the social whole, common work as not (re)privatized.” 

I'd like to give an example of taking outside the household what, under capitalism (and fascism), 

is supposed to stay in it. As New Cross Commoners we used to organise people's kitchens, 

skipping food, cooking together, eating together. We changed this format of the people's kitchen, 

learned from other kitchens in London, by introducing during the meal discussions about different 

issues affecting the life of the neighbourhood and our lives in it. As part of this experimentation 

with people's kitchens we read a text on Ollas Comunes to learn from the experience of women in 

Chile how to organise ourselves around food.12 In that text there's a passage where one of the 

women involved talks about their process of politicisation as the crumbling of the walls of each 

household of the neighbourhood, as the ability of seeing that what had been considered a private 

and individual misery so far, and not just a material one, was actually shared. This shared 

condition and this recognition made possible different forms of organising reproduction and 

everyday life, no longer on the basis of a patriarchal nuclear (and “radioactive” would add Perez 

12 “Chile: 'The Kitchen Never Stopped'” in Jo Fisher ED., Out of the Shadow: Women, Resistance and 
Politics in South America, 1993. 



Orozco) family. It made also possible a different way of doing politics, not through unions, as with 

their husbands, but by sharing aspects of everyday life with others, in the streets, exploring forms 

of collective support, not without conflicts and difficulties. 

To undo the opposition between private and public and to take reproduction outside the 

household we should build relationships across and beyond households whilst questioning the 

nuclear family. I let Perez Orozco speak: “First of all, to build relationships of intra-household 

horizontality; households are the micro expression of interdependence and they must begin to 

organize symmetrically and respecting the autonomy of individuals. This requires a redistribution 

of tasks and resources, but also involves a deconstruction of sexed identities around economic 

roles; the undermining of the reactionary ethics of care; and the loss of privileges associated with 

masculinity (the ability to disregard the responsibilities of care) and social class (the ability to buy 

them). [...] The second bet is to expand the reality of 'different' households, questioning the 

radioactive nuclear family and its variants. It is to build ways of living together that are freely 

chosen and would be committed and responsive to the vulnerable parts of life, including the 

darkest and ugliest. These formulas will necessarily be different if they are to respond to the 

diversity of forms of inhabiting the world; and if they are to respond not only to material but also 

affective and relational decessities.” Perez Orozco talks here about the need of breaking the 

isolation of reproduction in a household by building “inter-household” relationship – and this could 

start with the more immediate neighbours. The other point she makes is on the value of 

experimenting with “elective families” as a coming together of people who embrace and share 

the more difficult parts of life as well. And, I would add, who can be open to otherness so to 

resists identitarianism (e.g.: queer families as based on a shared identity vs. queer families as 

challenging identity altogether). 

I would also like to add here, as yet another point, the need to break down and to “queer” 

institutions, understood as places that often mirror the dynamics of households around 

reproduction, as described by Perez Orozco. I could reference the Field here, the social centre 

hosting the job de-centre, as an example of an attempt to create such “queer” (mostly in the 

broad sense of “weird”) institution, mentioning how difficult it has been to break down the binary 

of production and productivity vs. reproduction of the life of the place and the groups and people 



using it. For a centre like the Field, that operates on a different scale from that of the elective 

family, there is a need to institute devices to share not only the material but also the emotional 

part of reproductive labour. In the context of a reflection on anti-work, this reference is here as an 

invitation to take in account emotional labour as one of the most overlooked part of reproducing 

our lives and to call for the creation of devices to make emotional labour collective. To some 

extent the job de-centre could be read as such device, with the limitation that it is not actually 

integrated in the organisational structure of the Field, it is one activity amongst many other: here 

lies the question of the shift from a series of events, or even a practice, to an instituted practice, 

a practice that is integrated in the functioning of an institution. 

To collectivise reproduction we need to take reproduction outside the household, we need to 

make it visible and discuss it in institutions, and we also need to destroy the Statalist logic of 

what Perez Orozco calls the “champignon citizen”, the individualising logic of capitalism that 

turns people into single and separated mushrooms in the neutral field of the State (and 

consequently the Market). When it comes to reproduction the image of the “black box” then does 

not apply only to the household and the institution, the black box is also our inner individual 

selves, because nothing should be seen of this “inside”, only the shiny outside of (neoliberal) 

supermen and wonder-women: we are supposed not only to take care of ourselves, individually, 

but also to keep separated our public appearance from the inner black box of private feelings, 

aspirations, desires, anxieties, depressions, emotional turmoil, suffering. What would it be to 

break down the walls of ourselves as black boxes? How could anti-work relate to this possibility of 

moving from (emotional and psychic) self-care to mutual care? Job centres in the UK currently 

reinforce the individualisation of jobseekers and unemployed at large by pathologising them: if 

you are are unemployed there must be a pshychological issue with you and if you want to carry 

on getting benefits you will have to submit yourself to mindfullness trainings and positive 

psychology courses in order to gain a positive attitude towards work and job seeking.13  This is 

also the neoliberalisation of therapy: the issue is never out there but always inside yourself, the 

black box gets reinforced, it can be opened only in the enclosed space of the consultation room. 

13 For references see again Lynne Friedli on psychocompulsion, in Base Magazine issue 1 
http://www.basepublication.org and in And This Time is Personal: Psychocompulsion and and 
Workfare: https://vimeo.com/157125824 

https://vimeo.com/157125824
http://www.basepublication.org/


The job de-centre instead has been an attempt to break down the separation between 

mushrooms/subjects by using tools that allowed and encouraged people to move from a critical 

analysis of their working conditions to the use of other registers to reflect on work and 

unemployment. So far we mainly scratched the surface of black boxes, and there is more we 

could do also in terms of actively questioning the inside / outside binary that separates the 

private of the “positive” (fucked up) job-seeker from the public of fucked up work imposed as 

constituent of human dignity and wellbeing (for a political / emancipatory use of therapy as 

undoing of black boxes and unleashing the collective stickiness of emotions). 

To collectivise reproduction by breaking down black boxes we need to rethink interdependency. 

This is another key term in the book, and it should become key for anti-work politics. To rethink 

interdependency means to think it, and to practice it, away and against the binary of self-

sufficiency and dependency, which is sexualised and it is profoundly shaped by capitalism: it 

means to generate an interdependency that is based on mutuality and reciprocity instead of 

exploitation, inequality, free labour, neo-servitude and neo-colonial relationships. The self-

sufficiency of mushroom citizens is functional to the need of capitalism to carry on producing, 

accumulating, growing. But self-sufficiency is a fiction, covering up the uncomfortable 

interdependency of proximity as well as the global interdependency of unequal privileges and 

corporate crimes. Self-sufficiency is a fiction that is so much ingrained into our heads and bodies 

that we believe it as real, and if we don't see ourself as self-sufficient we are firmly invited to 

think that we really should be, that we should work towards the self-sufficiency of ourselves as 

individuals or as nuclear (radioactive) families. The frightening alternative is to become the 

subject of assistentialism, as the “weakest”, feminine, morally shameful option. 

Self-sufficiency is a neoliberal value, it is the idea of a success as something that can be obtained 

individually through the insertion into a job market. Self-sufficiency is one of the carrots precarity 

comes with, when we find ourselves into the middle of a hyper-competitive job market, coping 

with our survival or trying to feed our careers, weaving the network that connects our precarious 

roots with those of other mushrooms that might be useful to professionally collaborate with. We 

refuse to see the interdependency that is inevitably in place, that is, for example, we refuse to 

acknowledge the reproductive labour, paid or unpaid, that someone else might have to do for us 



to take care of our careers, our mothers, flatmates, partners, and beyond this proximity the 

globally less privileged and exploited to death that more or less directly make easier our own 

reproduction. 

We came across the issue of this contemporary form of subjectivation at the job de-centre and 

the question here is: how to avoid turning the job de-centre into a service were people come to 

get advice for their careers as champignons? Moreover, and kind of tangentially, I think this 

ideology of self-sufficiency is what's behind the recent burnouts of people at The Field, an 

ideology that persists even in self-organised collectives and co-operative institutions: “I can do it, 

I know how to do it, I don't need anybody's help, I should not ask for help...”. These burnouts 

might be also a consequence of a lack of redistribution of shitty reproductive jobs, a lack that 

Perez Orozco reads at the level of society as well. More broadly this leads us to affirm: there 

cannot be a politics of anti-work if we don't undo the embodiment of a neoliberal self-sufficiency. 

From the binary of self-sufficiency / dependency we should move to a coming together of 

interdependency and autonomy. Autonomy is here autonomy from capitalism together with an 

openness to the encounter of differences, of an otherness that does not get erased, reabsorbed, 

suppressed in the coming together of singularities. Interdependency is the living together of 

humans, which is usually “invisible” and not recognised: this might sound banal but it's always 

good to remind it, humans do not live individually in a vacuum, we do not and cannot live in an 

empty field growing by ourselves, and we should not live without sharing, instead of buying and 

selling them, support and care, without sharing our fear, our indecisions, our material 

weaknesses, our exhaustion. Self-sufficiency, or dependency as its alternative, are so deeply 

permeating our subjectivity that it's difficult to perceive to what extent they actually poison the 

most minute aspects of our everyday life. This coming together of interdependency and 

autonomy is not an easy alternative, it is something that has to be worked out and interrogated, 

and this is the “work” we should do, to recognise our vulnerability which is “not to recognise an 

evil, but the potential that encloses it, the possibility of sensing that what occurs to everybody 

else occurs to ourselves too.” To bring together interdependency and autonomy is to recognise 



our vulnerability, to embrace the precarity not of work but of life, to destroy the need and / or 

desire of being a superhero and to learn how to live and organise together, with all the messiness 

that this implies. 

I pose the question once again: how to build such interdependency so that reproduction can 

become collective and help us decolonising life from work? Perez Orozco offers some pragmatic 

indications, referring to experimentations that already take place at the level of the “family”, not 

nuclear but elective, at the level of the neighbourhood, and at the level of collective institutions. 

The three levels, or areas, are part of the same cartography: the first area would be that of 

“closeness and affectivity”, of “democratized homes or elective families”, of a more intimate 

nucleus, not closed but in “recomposition and with mobile frontiers”, where we share resources 

and labour, take decisions together and build singular notions of “good life”. The second area 

would be that of the local closeness of a neighbourhood, of “communities”, with its initiatives of 

self-organisation and social economy, some monetised and others not, like time banks, social 

centres, people's kitchens, integral co-operatives, urban gardens, direct connections between 

producers and consumers (e.g. with “Joint Purchasing Groups”), local currencies, networks of 

barter and so on: Perez Orozco talks of a “community far away from the model of the small 

village / big hell where mutual help usually comes together with a strong social and moral 

control.” The third area would be that of the “public”, of “collective institutions where it would be 

possible to take responsibilities of a dimension exceeding the community and requiring a high 

level of co-ordination; this would be the area where to grant the principles of universality and 

singularity” I introduced at the beginning of this text. 

The main problem here, says Perez Orozco, is that the mechanisms to build the connections 

between the different areas are not clear. There are mechanisms to decrease the sphere of 

accumulation but there are no mechanisms to create alternative methods because most of the 

tools available are still inscribed in the combination Market-State and the opposition 

public/private-domestic. “Most” of those tools, not all, and this is where Silvia Federici and the 

theory and practice of commoning comes in, I would add, operating across areas in a 

confrontation with the Market and the State. Perez Orozco talks of the need of “blowing up this 

structural margins” so that a different cartography can get consolidated. “It's a matter of starting 



from the actually existing alternative economy without idealizing it, reformulating it, to move 

towards a possible alternative economy in which the cohesive element is the search for a genuine 

collective responsibility to put the conditions of possibility of the good life.” 

I would like to conclude this study / assemblage by reiterating a few important points that might 

be useful to rethink practices of anti-work and to move the job de-centre into an active 

experimentation with new forms of collective reproduction. 

1 A politics of anti-work has to take in consideration reproductive labour, it has to bring the 

reproduction of life to the fore, as a grounded terrain where autonomy, as the disengagement 

from capitalism, can thrive. Bringing the reproduction of life to the fore means also to bring to the 

fore the reproduction of the life of social movements, to connect our reproduction as individuals 

to the reproduction of social movements, whatever forms they take, whatever issue they move 

around, as long as what they make thrive is not death, as in fascism, but, precisely, (good) life. 

The struggle around work, unemployment, precarity, should not be about better jobs and working 

conditions but about better lives – ending work slavery and engaging with life-generating social 

movements, with a life worth living. This is the central question that, as Perez Orozco suggests, 

has to be addressed collectively and continuously on different scales: what is a life worth living? 

(A question that should be kept alive and active in the context of the job de-centre as well).

2 To bring together interdependency and autonomy is to recognise our vulnerability, to embrace 

the precarity not of work but of life, to undo the black box of the private home and of ourselves as 

individuals vs. the public arena, to destroy the need and / or desire of being a superhero and to 

learn how to live and organise together, with all the messiness that this implies, with all the “hard 

work” of conflicts and difficulties, which might be nonetheless “sweet”, or sweeter than individual 

carrots and strategic calculations for professionalised collaborations. (Job de-centre as a place 

that allows people to bring together vulnerability and interdependency with a rejection of 

capitalism). 



3 How to build interdependency (Perez Orozco also talks about eco-interdependency broadening 

the concept into the extra-human), how to embrace vulnerability through autonomy, in such way 

that collective forms of reproduction and a politics and a practice of anti-work can come 

together? Perez Orozco refers to experimentations that already take place in three areas: the 

“family”, not nuclear but elective, the neighbourhood or “communities”, and the collective 

institutions of the “public”. Commoning, as a reproductive activity, can articulate itself across the 

three areas, as in some of the examples we can find in Silvia Federici, like the Ollas Comunes in 

Chile: a practice developed at the level of communities has an impact on reshaping the nuclear 

family and the relationships between husbands and wives, it has an impact on the macropolitical 

“public”, at least in the way the dictatorship treated the Ollas Comunes as a political challenge to 

be violently repressed. This might be the “main problem” Perez Orozco indicates at the end of her 

book: the difficulty of moving the feminist subversion of the economy from the areas of the family 

and the community to that of macropolitical “public”. It seems that, after the publication of this 

book, some steps have been attempted in Spain in this direction. (The job de-centre not just 

operating on the area of “communities” but engaging also with the “family” and the “public”, at 

least at the level of speculation, imaginary, desire: for an intermingling of micro and 

macropolitics). 


